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  We had a lovely time staying in one of the incredibly well equipped pods. I bought my pony along and we had some great rides on the high peak trail.... read more Everything has been well thought out in the pods and everything is of the highest standard. Wonderfully central for enjoying the surrounding attractions. So peaceful. Will be returning f9r another stay soon.				
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  Lovely place to holiday near to interesting locations and easy access to the High Peak trail and Carsington Water. Part of a working farm with fresh produce to enjoy during... read more your stay. Very relaxing and enjoyable holiday.				
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  We spent four nights at Hoe Grange and had a lovely time. The location is fantastic and right next to the High Peak Trail. The cabin was very clean and... read more really well equipped. Thoughtful extras like the homemade bread, coffee, tea, eggs and biscuits plus cleaning products and lovely toiletries really added to the experience. 



Though the weather was a little damp on occasion we were very happy to sit and watch the horses, cows, chickens and pygmy goats do their thing. 



Though we had no need to use it there is farm shop where you can pick up essentials on a trust basis (you pay at the end of your stay for anything you use)



There is also a secure lock-up for bikes or you can borrow one. We used the hot tub one night and hot it was! Lovely after a 15 mile walk.



Felicity and David were very welcoming hosts and we couldn’t recommend the whole experience enough. 5 stars without a doubt. 



We thoroughly enjoyed our time, so much so that there was a tear in my partners eye as we drove away. We will most definitely be back. More				
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  Stayed last week, from 6th to 13th September in the log cabin called Hipley. This was amazing, it was our first visit but certainly not our last. Gold standard disability... read more facilities for my husband who has Multiple Sclerosis. Can not fault it. It was superb. David and Felicity arranged all the modifications we asked for before we arrived which was excellent. The cabin is amazingly equipped with everything you could want and as a cook, I loved this.With beautiful countryside views and plenty to do near by we had a great week. I cannot recommend them highly enough. The week was amazing, the accommodation superb and we return happy and refreshed. Thank you so much. More				
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  We stayed in Skylark, one of the two glamping pods available at Hoe Grange in February 2020.



Felicity & David welcomed us when we arrived to show us around... read more the place. The Skylark pod was excellent, very well equipped for a small space with a lovely welcome pack including milk, bread, cookies and freshly laid eggs.

It was was warm and comfortable inside with enough storage & wall hooks for hanging outerwear. The bathroom was a good size with a large shower.

The kitchen was really well equipped with everything you could possibly need (and more!) for your stay.



We had booked the use of the Swedish hot tub for the evening which was beautiful & hot (having taken many hours of tending to by David to bring it up to optimum temperature) in the windy February weather. We were lucky to get a clear sky so to enjoy the hot tub under the moon and stars on a random Monday night in February was a real treat! 



Thank you so much for a wonderful experience, we will definitely visit again! More				
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  It's been three years since we last visited but once we arrived it certainly didn't feel like it! 

We stayed in Hipley again which had had a refurbished wet... read more room which looked very smart! Once again, we had everything we needed on site for my husband who is quadriplegic meaning for a change, we travelled light. A rare occurrence. Hoist, shower chair and a profiling bed all awaiting our arrival. Unfortunately the weather wasn't quite as good as three years ago but we dodges the showers. Felicity and David are fabulous hosts and ensure you have everything you need to make sure your stay is relaxed and stress free. I wouldn't hesitate in recommending a holiday here. The scenery is beautiful and the sky at night.. well it twinkles  More				
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  We stayed in Rainster cabin for a long weekend 6 th to 9 th September. This was my 5 th visit to the amazing Hoe Grange. I had visited before... read more with my husband who had Multiple Sclerosis and was wheelchair bound. He could not weight bear and had to be hoisted. For many years we did not take holidays as we were apprehensive about leaving our extensively adapted home. The facilities and equipment available at Hoe Grange were fantastic and gave Phil the confidence to enjoy holidays again. Sadly Phil passed away in January this year and having reminisced about our lovely Hoe Grange holidays my family were eager to visit. We were a party of 3 adults and two children aged nearly 4 years and 17 months. This  time it was a different kind of stay. I had always viewed Hoe Grange from the accessibility point of view  but this time it was a whole new experience. My relatives were blown away by the location and interior design of the cabin. Everything is quality and it is fantastically equipped.  The children loved the animals and were delighted by the chickens on the decking and the visiting dogs. The welcome pack was delicious, wonderful home made bread, biscuits, milk etc. They all thought Felicity must be superwoman to do all she does. There were lots of toys for the children and a play area with climbing frame and slide. It's... We stayed in Rainster cabin for a long weekend 6 th to 9 th September.

This was my 5 th visit to the amazing Hoe Grange. I had visited before with my husband who had Multiple Sclerosis and was wheelchair bound. He could not weight bear and had to be hoisted. For many years we did not take holidays as we were apprehensive about leaving our extensively adapted home. The facilities and equipment available at Hoe Grange were fantastic and gave Phil the confidence to enjoy holidays again.

Sadly Phil passed away in January this year and having reminisced about our lovely Hoe Grange holidays my family were eager to visit.

We were a party of 3 adults and two children aged nearly 4 years and 17 months.

This  time it was a different kind of stay. I had always viewed Hoe Grange from the accessibility point of view  but this time it was a whole new experience.

My relatives were blown away by the location and interior design of the cabin.

Everything is quality and it is fantastically equipped. 

The children loved the animals and were delighted by the chickens on the decking and the visiting dogs.

The welcome pack was delicious, wonderful home made bread, biscuits, milk etc.

They all thought Felicity must be superwoman to do all she does.

There were lots of toys for the children and a play area with climbing frame and slide.

It's a perfect base for Carsington Water, Matlock and CBeebies land. All of which we visited.

A new addition was  the shop on site, fabulous locally sourced produce and interesting gifts.

We did not want to come home and will return next year.

One further example of David and Felicity going the extra mile was their search for a precious teddy bear who we had left behind( lucky him he got a few extra days stay).

He was found and posted home in his own little bed labelled " Handle with Bear". Typical Of the lovely couple that David and Felicity are.

I felt I had returned to see old friends and my family loved it.

I saw Hoe Grange from a new perspective as a brilliant place for a family holiday.

We will be back. Thank you. More				
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  What a wonderful find. As our first experience of needing accessible accommodation we could not have wished for better. Beautiful well equipped lodges in lovely surroundings. We stayed in both... read more Hipley and Daisybank with the lovely hot tub perfect for looking at the starry sky. The off road buggy devoured the terrain and made exploring the area a delight. David and Felicity were welcoming and always helpful allowing us to arrive early. As the next guests cancelled due to the corona virus they allowed us to depart late as well. Can't wait to visit again.				
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  Arrived and was shown to our pod, fantastic location and the pod was very good indeed plus we had home made  bread and milk and tea and coffee. A... read more fantastic stay and I’m sure we will repeat in the near future. Hoe grange is located in beautiful country side so if you want to chill and relax this is the place to come.				
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  Recently spent a week in "Pinder" and had a lovely time. The location is stunning - the site is nestled in a beautiful valley on the edge of the Peaks... read more (it's next to the High Peak trail). The cabin was clean and really well equipped (including lots of toys & games for children). On site there was a little 'farm shop' where you can pick up essentials and a secure lock-up for bikes (which we'll take next time). Our 2 (almost 3) year old loved it - the play area, seeing the tractor at work (it's an active farm) and feeding the animals (chickens, dogs, goats, horses, cows, sheep are all there). Felicity and David are very welcoming hosts - they made us feel very welcome and were great with our son. A very big thumbs up! More				
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  Loved every minute of our stay, and so did the family and friends that came  to stay. Excellent facilities in our cosy Hipley log cabin. By far the best... read more accommodation I have come across as a disabled holiday maker.

David and Felicity are very friendly and helpful hosts, and this part of the Peak District is beautiful. Loved our visit to the pub (Ye Olde Gate) on the other side of the hill, with its excellent food and Pedigree beer!				
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  lovely surroundings real farm country with chickens paying you a visit nice decking area to chill at the end of the day accommodation  very good plenty to do nearby... read more Chatsworth house quite close, excellent hosts there if needed. seriously considering another visit next year				
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  Another great holiday at Hoe Grange - such a great place for us all to holiday as a family - this time with a baby, a 3 yr old, a... read more dog and my mother in law in a wheelchair! 5 ️ for accommodating all our needs. The play area was perfect for our little ones as was saying hello to all the animals! Such a picturesque setting which hills all around. Everything is to a high standard, very homely too,  with everything you need for a great stay incl highchair etc and additional disability related kit. Thanks. More				
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  A beautiful place to stay! Amazingly run family business! Everyone were very welcoming, friendly and cozy! The skylark pod we stayed in was very clean, cozy and well equipped! The... read more little goats also made it for me! So very cute! Would highly recommend!				
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  Myself and my sister travelled to Costa Rica and Panama via Viva Holidays Ltd.  The holiday was exceptional and one to be treasured forever.  Andrew at Viva Holidays... read more listened to my wish list and created a beautiful package.  My wish was truly his command.



Whilst in Costa Rica (amongst other areas), we visited Alajuela (one of the coffee regions) and La Paz Waterfall Gardens, also known as Las Cataratas. I was taken aback by the beauty and variety of the wildlife. We were greeted by a huge buffet full of tasty authentic Costa Rican cuisine. Eat well as you will need the energy for a lot of walking and some steep steps to climb at the end! 



In Panama one of my most memorable excursions was to the Embera island.  If you want to meet one of the seven indigenous tribes of Panama and learn about their history from them, then this is for you.  I felt honoured to experience something that I have only ever seen on documentaries over the years.  Wear crocs or walking sandals with soles that have good grips on them as you will be walking through muddy terrain and rocks and rivers that could be waist high.  Ladies, wear your swimsuit underneath your clothing as you will have the chance to bathe in the river and waterfall before going to the Embera village. More				
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  We've just returned from our second visit to Hoe Grange. The suggested riding routes with stunning scenery were enjoyed by my daughter and I while the menfolk were delighted with... read more the local fishing. Our dogs had fun exploring the countryside and near-by towns.

Thank you David and Felicity - you made us so welcome and your log cabin and Rosehip caravan provided the perfect home for a week.				
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  What a lovely weekend away! We stayed in the lovely gypsy caravan, which was a wonderful and really unique experience. We took along our two horses, who also had a... read more fantastic time - so much so, they were reluctant to load into the trailer to come home. I think they wanted to stay!! 



The stables and accommodation were very clean and tidy and the paddocks were lovely. The riding around the area was a horse riders dream - we hardly saw a car! 



Highly recommend this place for anyone looking for a relaxing weekend. 



Rachel and Mike				
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  We have just returned from a short stay in one of the pods on site at Hoe Grange Holidays. We couldn’t recommend them enough. The pod has everything you could... read more need. The welcome pack with milk, fresh bread, home cooked biscuits, coffee etc was also a lovely touch. We also paid for a fire starter kit which was ready for us on arrival. We had our cocker spaniel with us too and he soon made friends with the local animals. The views and being away from any busy, noisy roads made for a very relaxing stay. The owners were away during our stay but they made sure that someone was on hand if we needed anything. There is also plenty to see and do in the surrounding area. We also visited both ilam Park and Bakewell during our stay. More				
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  On arriving at Hoe Grange in a downpour, we doubted if we’d made the right decision to go glamping, but after the warm welcome from David and a quick tour,... read more we settled in to our pod with our dog, Monty.  It was so comfortable and well equipped with a bathroom bigger that some hotels we’d stayed in.  Thoughtful extras like the homemade bread (still warm) and biscuits plus lovely toiletries really added to the glamping experience.  The weather was a little damp but we were quite happy to sit and watch the horses, cows and sheep, or the pigmy goats next to the pod.  The farm shop had a lovely selection of local products too.  All in all a really wonderful few days in very comfortable surroundings and with good walks on the doorstep. More				
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  We love this place. Very wheelchair friendly, really well equipped and comfortable, with easy access by car to lots of places of interest particularly Crich Tramway Village, Chatsworth, Bakewell and... read more Carsington Water. Whatever the time of year it is a great place to stay.				
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  Felicity and David made us feel very welcome right from our booking. The pods are well equipped and spotlessly clean. The area is very peaceful with great views and we... read more really liked the direct access on to the high peak trail. We also had lovely neighbors - goats and chickens!



We were welcomed with fresh eggs, homemade bread and cookies which were delicious. We also booked the hot tub experience for the evening which I would recommend - the hot tub is filled with fresh water and the area decorated with candles. It was a clear night and so we had a great view of the stars above. 



We both left feeling relaxed and stopped off in Brassington for a pub lunch on the way home! More				
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  For the second year running, we have had a great family holiday at Hoe Grange.  We had one cabin for the week, for two sisters and our elderly wheelchair-using... read more mother and two other cabins for the weekend for the rest of the family. Altogether, ages ranged from 10 to 89.   Having the right facilities (accessible bathroom, dining chair with arms etc) makes all the difference to taking our mother away but it still feels like a proper holiday, not a care home.  Comfortable beds, good facilities, lovely views - all good. I'd definitely recommend (and have to others already).				
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  We stayed in the Skylark pod last October (2018) and had a lovely time. There was homemade, rustic goods (bread, biscuits etc) when we arrived. Felicity and David who run... read more the business were very hospitable and even let us borrow their bikes to go exploring! Equally, we felt that they were near enough for help but trusted guests on their beautiful farm. A stunning part of the country and lots of places to explore. The facilities were great and we loved waking up to the horses, ducks and chickens greeting us. So sweet!  More				
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  What can I say?

Absolutely superb!

We have just returned from a family weekend staying in Daisybank cabin and the Skylark pod.

It was our first trip away with my... read more husband who is wheelchair bound and severely disabled and were naturally apprehensive but all worries disappeared from the moment we arrived!

Everything was just perfect for both his needs and the rest of the family travelling with us.

All the equipment we had pre-booked was in place and the cabin itself was brilliantly designed to enable easy wheelchair access to all areas.

As well as being spotlessly clean and comfortable there were so many ‘little touches’ that really made it a ‘home from home’.

We had a fantastic weekend - our only regret being that we hadn’t booked for longer!

Thank you so much Felicity and David for providing such high quality accommodation for ALL your guests - both able bodied and disabled.

We will definitely be back again!

Trisha Cannon				
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  We love this place. Very wheelchair friendly, really well equipped and comfortable, with easy access by car to lots of places of interest particularly Crich Tramway Village, Chatsworth, Bakewell and... read more Carsington Water. Whatever the time of year it is a great place to stay.				
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  We stayed in Pinder cabin and had a lovely stay, the cabin was spacious and comfortable, nice and warm after cold days out. The children loved meeting the animals and... read more the little play area outside the cabin. We really appreciated the toys in the living area which kept them busy! Kitchen was very well equipped. Good homemade bread and gorgeous cookies on arrival. Beautiful area with plenty to do.				
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  We wanted a complete break and some peace and quiet and this was perfect. The caravan was secluded with beautiful views over the countryside. Everything was spotlessly clean and well... read more equipped. I thought we might not have enough room in the little bed but we both had the best nights sleep ever. David and Felicity were helpful and recommended a great walk from the doorstep that they had plotted taking in some local history. Hoe Grange is a working farm and it was lovely seeing the new born lambs and free range chickens wondering around. Perfect weekend and I highly recommend!				
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  Second visit to the accessible holiday cabins at Hoe Grange. David and Felicity were as helpful and friendly as ever. We had a welcome pack of freshly baked bread, butter,... read more milk and home baked cookies. In terms of kit, we had a profile bed, a wet room, commode, shower chair, a perching stool, bed rail, riser recliner chair, raised toilet seat, adjustable sink, etc. In addition, we booked the wonderful Boma off-road wheelchair for an afternoon - it was a delight to see my sister bombing (no pun intended) off under her own steam along the High Peak Trail while we jogged along trying to keep up with her! Fantastic accessible holiday accommodation, excellent hosts. More				
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  We stayed for a night in one of the cabins . The cabin was spotless and very well equipped , lots of extra touches were added like fresh eggs and... read more bread  . The views around the cabin were breathtaking and it was so peaceful . Felicity was very welcoming and allowed to to have a late check out as no body was due to come into the cabin the day after us which was very appreciated . We would highly recommend a stay here !				
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						Hoe Grange,

Brassington,

Matlock,

Derbyshire

DE4 4HP


	Tel: 01629 540262
	E-mail: info@hoegrangeholidays.co.uk
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				Hoe Grange Holidays is located in the spectacular Peak District, near Ashbourne, Matlock and Bakewell, so please check out our stylish self catering holiday accommodation.
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	            	                    [image: Feeling the Easter holiday fatigue setting in? 🐰🌷 Don't worry, we've got you covered! Escape the chaos and enjoy some last-minute family fun in our Pinder and Daisybank cabins. 🏡✨  With baby lambs to meet, a play area to keep the kids entertained, and breathtaking countryside views to savour, it's the ultimate springtime getaway. Plus, treat yourself to a well-deserved glass of wine while you unwind. 🍷  Daisybank (sleeps 4) is available for just £401 from Friday 12th to Monday 15th April, and Pinder (sleeps 6) for only £680. Want to add a touch of luxury? Opt for a private hot tub on your decking for just £50 extra. 💦  Book your escape now and make unforgettable memories with your loved ones! 💖   #EasterGetaway #FamilyFun #SpringRetreat #EasterHolidays #LastMinuteAvailability #LastMinuteHolidays #HolidayOnAFarm #PeakDistrict #PeakDistrictHolidays #FamilyHolidays #HotTubHolidays @farmstayuk @simplygreatbritain]
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            We are so proud to have been awarded the Green Tou
            
	                
	            	                    [image: We are so proud to have been awarded the Green Tourism Gold Award again! 🌟  We've maintained our @greentourism Gold Award since 2008, demonstrating our commitment to the highest possible level of sustainable tourism 🌿  We are re-assessed for the award each year, and love the process of reflecting on our green credentials. It encourages us to keep striving to improve our positive impact on our local environment and community here in the gorgeous Peak District.   Here's what our assessor said this time: "A score of 89% overall puts Hoe Grange Holidays on par with our highest scoring members and the team should be extremely proud." 🎉  We're not just thinking sustainably when it comes to energy - our assessor had lots of other areas to highlight too!  👩🦽 Health & Wellbeing: Hoe Grange Holidays scored 100% - "an exceptional result, but not surprising given the standard of your establishment." 🏞 Experiences: "Outstanding knowledge of the local area and how to enjoy it responsibly." 👥 Community: "Hoe Grange Holidays have shown that they are not only invested in sustainability but are keen to engage with the local community and beyond."  💜 Equality, Diversity & Inclusivity: "Excellent commitment to ensuring they are welcoming and accessible to all."  Thank you to all our guests, followers, staff and suppliers for supporting us to have a positive impact on our gorgeous and vital Peak District!   #sustainabletravel #ecofriendlyholidays #PeakDistrict #PeakDistrictHolidays #farmholidays #accessibletravel #accessibleholidays #greentravel #greentourism #conscioustraveller @tourismforalluk @farmstayuk @visitpeakdistrict   Images: Health & Wellbeing - Our dementia friendly activities pack Experiences - The walk over the hill to Brassington Community - Artist Sally Matthews working on her cave hyena sculpture Equality, Diversity & Inclusivity - Two off-road wheelchairs exploring]
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            Want the perfect night's sleep on holiday? We've g
            	                    [image: Want the perfect night's sleep on holiday? We've got Volker 2080 electric profile beds in our Rainster and Hipley log cabins that are super easy to use and make getting in and out of bed a dream.  They're fully adjustable between 58cm and 90cm in height, and both ends can be raised or lowered independently to find the best position for you. There's a simple to use hand control, and a push button to raise and lower the cot sides.  The beds can be placed on the left, right or in the middle of the room to make transferring as easy as possible.  We've got over 40 pieces of additional accessible equipment to make your holiday as stress free as we can, and are always looking for new bits of kit to add to the list. Check out the long list on our website and you might be surprised by what we've got!  #AccessibleHolidays #AccessibleTravel #AccessForAll #LogCabins #PeakDistrict #PeakDistrictHolidays #AccessibleTourism  @tourismforalluk @accessibleholidayescapes @visitpeakdistrict @visitengland @purpletuesnov  @accessableuk]
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            Oliver is very happy it’s International Carrot D
            	                    [image: Oliver is very happy it’s International Carrot Day today 🥕🐎  He’s celebrating by munching on his favourite treat, and inviting you and your four-legged friends to come visit him on holiday 🐴  We’ve still got lots of availability to bring your horse on holiday across spring, though our summer dates are filling up fast 🌸  April and May is the perfect time to visit to avoid the summer heat and take advantage of the longer days now to explore the miles of glorious off-road riding straight from your door 🏞️  We only take one group of horses at a time, so book now to avoid disappointment!  #InternationalCarrotDay #Horse #BringYourHorseOnHoliday #HorseHolidays #PeakDistrict #OffRoadRidingRoutes #Horseriding #HorsesOfInstagram #Carrots #Treat #Ponies #FarmHolidays #Stabling #HackingOut @britishhorse @horseswithsuitcases @peakdistrictguidedhorserides]
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            Where to next? 

🚶♂️ It’s National Wal
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Where to next?   🚶♂️ It’s National Walking Day! 🚶♀️  To celebrate here’s our favourite walk to Royston and Minninglow you can follow straight from your cosy log cabin or gorgeous glamping pod. Enjoy hiking up the hills, breathing in fresh air, soaking in panoramic views, and discovering local history along the way. 🗺️  Embrace the beauty of nature and boost your health with a stroll through our scenic surroundings. Regular walking isn’t just good for the body, it’s medicine for the soul! 🌿  Take a step towards better health and happiness by exploring the wonderful walks around our holiday accommodation. From reducing the risk of chronic illnesses to lifting your mood, every stride counts. https://bit.ly/3TME786 #NationalWalkingDay #HealthyLiving #GetOutside #minninglow #royston   @farmstayuk @simplygreatbritain]
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            Today is World Autism Awareness Day, and also the 
            	                    [image: Today is World Autism Awareness Day, and also the start of World Autism Acceptance Week 2024.  We're incredibly proud to offer a brilliant holiday experience for people living with autism and their families and friends. Back in October, we received an email from a guest who had just been to stay with her adult son with autism. It was one of those moments that really made us stop and remember why we do what we do! So we're sharing it again today as a reminder to ourselves to keep pushing to improve our facilities and services, and a reminder to us all of the importance of awareness, acceptance, and support.   "Dear Felicity and David, We had been looking for suitable holiday accommodation for about two years. When we read in a recent edition of The National Autistic Society magazine 'Your Autism' that Hoe Grange Holidays had been accredited by the National Autistic Society, we could not have foreseen how much our stay on the farm would change our son. Covid restrictions had unsettled him to the extent that he had virtually turned into a recluse. We therefore could not believe that within minutes he settled into Daisybank and wanted to walk around the farm and visit the animals. Barriers he had put up for so long, he allowed us to resolve. Looking back, we think a number of things helped. The beauty of the countryside and the peace and calm of Hoe Grange farm removed all stressors so that he could rebuild his confidence. For us as carers, Daisybank was a dream. It is so well designed and equipped that we, too, felt that we had a good break.  Thank you, David and Felicity, for the care you have taken to offer accessible holidays and the National Autistic Society accreditation is more than deserved. We will be back and now know that we can discuss any care needs with you in advance. Regards A"  We are busy making future plans on how we can support guests with autism even better - follow us to hear our latest news very soon!   #Autism #AutismFriendly #WorldAutismAwarenessDay #WorldAutismAcceptanceWeek #AutismFriendlyHolidays #PeakDistrictHolidays @nationalautisticsociety @worldautismorganisation @worldautismawarenessday.ig @autismspeaks]
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            Derbyshire farmer David Brown has been busy over t
            	                    [image: Derbyshire farmer David Brown has been busy over the last couple of months perfecting his newest invention. This auto poo picker eliminates the back breaking work of poo picking the fields - particularly useful for horse owners who have to pick paddocks! 💩  This dream machine works by creating a strong electromagnetic field using a centrifugal based generator driven by the tractor's PTO shaft. The electromagnetic field attracts the tiny ball bearings that can be added to animal feed. Just marvel at how the poo flies up and into the receptacle - no effort required! 🚜  David isn't ready to release his invention to the wider public just yet though. There are a few tweaks to make first. Turns out, the food additive can have dangerous side effects when fed to horses prone to flatulence... 🐴💨  Disclaimer - please don't conduct any of your own experiments with your horse's feed! Leave that to the experts 😉  #FarmLife #Invention #NewMachine #Tractor #TractorLife #DownOnTheFarm #PeakDistrict #Farming #Horses #Paddock #Trailer #Machinery #PeakDistrictHolidays  @farmersguardian @nfucountryside]
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            The perfect Easter surprise! Our first lambs have 
            	                    [image: The perfect Easter surprise! Our first lambs have arrived, a couple of days early.   This little one is a few hours old now and has found his feet and had a good feed.   One down, lots of sheep to go! It will be a busy couple of weeks welcoming all the new arrivals. If you're staying with us over Easter, you'll get chance to see him in real life - along with all his little buddies.   Happy Easter! 🐑  #peakdistrictholidays @farmstayuk @visitpeakdistrict @hostunusual #peakdistrict #farmholidays #lambingseason #lambsofinstagram #lambing #spring]
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            Meet Fudge, one of our official Guest Entertainmen
            	                    [image: Meet Fudge, one of our official Guest Entertainment Officers and all round good(ish) girl!  Did you know Jack Russell's can jump 1.5m (that's four times their own height!)? She's still a very active pup, despite the fact that she's now 12 years old.  Just like all terriers, she also loves to dig - the word actually comes from the Latin word terra, meaning earth! This just usually means she comes back from an adventure covered in mud and needing a bath - she's too slow to catch anything!   She also gives great cuddles and loves meeting our guests here at Hoe Grange Holidays.   We're celebrating her this national terrier day - 10/10, employee of the week.  #NationalTerrierDay #JackRussellTerrier #JackRussell #dogsofinstagram @dotty4paws @dogfuriendly @dogfriendlyinfo #PeakDistrictHolidays #PeakDistrict #DogFriendlyHolidays #DogFriendly]
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            	                    [image: Did you know we have our own borehole at Hoe Grange?  The borehole goes 160m below ground, so our water is as fresh as it gets, is high in healthy minerals and has no added chemicals.   Whilst it uses electricity to pump the water up to the surface we generate power through our wind turbine and solar panels.  Our water tastes of nothing! It is regularly tested and is as good as, if not better than, the big name brands!   No need to bring bottled water on your holiday. We leave a glass bottle of our excellent water in the fridge ready for your arrival and you can refill from the tap as many times as you like!   #preciousresource #water #borehole #farm #waterborehole #ecostay #ecobnb #sustainabletravel #worldwaterday #ecofriendly #ecolodge #staycation #logcabins #peakdistrict #peakdistrictaccommodation #peakdistrictholiday   @farmstayuk @greentourism @visitpeakdistrict @hostunusual @farmersguardian]
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            	                    [image: We are due to start lambing on 1st April, so Farmer David has started giving the ewes a little extra feed. This is to help them keep their energy levels up as their lambs grow fast in the last few weeks.   #farmlife #sheep #ewes #farmer #peakdistrict #stayonafarm   @farmstayuk  @farmersguardian @nfucountryside]
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